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On the Margins

Black Lives Matter

by Rev. Ron Raab

What is the most difficult thing for you to reconcile right now?

S

hortly after the murder of George Floyd, I emailed another pastor.
Since I am a white male who serves as a pastor with unearned
power and privilege, I knew it was time for me to continue to learn
more about the gospel and the Black community through another
man’s eyes and experiences.
I risked asking a black man, a pastor, if he would sit with me. He
accepted my invitation. I showed up to his church. I walked into his
office and he held my hand in both of his hands. I sat in front of his
desk and as I looked him in the eyes, I started to weep. I cried for our
society. I cried for him and for me. I cried from places in my heart that
I did not know existed.
As I cried, this beautiful pastor prayed for me and with me and for
the healing of all. I asked him if I could call him by his first name. I
felt embarrassed that I even had to cross the barrier of our different
denominations and titles. We both knew we had to be with each other
as men united by our common humanity and the common gospel.
I asked him to tell me how he experienced George Floyd’s death. He
told me that the officer’s knee could also have been on his neck. He
said, “I want to breathe, too.” When he said this now familiar line, it
echoed in me as a holy mantra, an ancient truth, a mystical chant. He
went on to tell me that black people just want to be people. He said he
also wants to be respected, to make a living, to use his gifts and talents
from God in the world, to see his grandchildren grow up and to stand
on the earth, and to look up into the sky, and just breathe like anyone
else. Then he held his hand to heart and lowered his voice and spoke
to me the truth that he just wants to live the life God has given him.
He instructed me to ask him anything that I needed to ask. So, I asked
him, “What is the most difficult thing for you to reconcile right now?”
He wants people, and especially Christians, to know that love is real
and that we can’t profess our faith in Jesus without learning how to
love and respect all people. He can’t imagine how believers in God can
live in such sustaining hate and continue to support such violence and
be silent in religion.
After a nearly two-hour conversation, I asked him about where he
finds hope today. We then shared an amazing conversation about
learning how to listen to one another. We both believe that freedom,
real freedom, comes from all of us articulating the chains that bind us,
the unsurmountable grief that we all carry, and the fear that keeps us
all awake at night.

by Alejandra Noonan

I

've been quiet, wrestling with a deep-seated fear of doing or
saying the "wrong" thing. I've been worrying about what others
might think of me as a result of saying anything at all, and if I did
speak up, how my words might be taken and twisted, or be seen as
not enough. Truth is, I'm tired.
I'm tired of seeing hate and violence not just reside but thrive in this
nation that so many proclaim to be, or to have once been, great. I'm
tired of seeing people defend and actively seek out excuses for the
reckless and vile actions of those whom they align with because, if
they were to instead admit that those actions are wrong, they too
would have to admit what's wrong inside themselves.
I am the daughter of a Hispanic mother and of a Caucasian father.
I don’t know what it's like to not have racial privilege because I
appear as though I'm predominantly white.
I will never know the fear of discrimination and oppression on the
basis of the color of my skin because I have never and likely will
never experience it for myself.
How dare we, who have never lived in another person's skin, judge
the validity of someone's experience just because it is not our same
experience? Racism is not a thing of the past and believing as much
is willfully ignorant and incredibly problematic. The evidence is
everywhere. In my experience alone, it has revealed itself in people
whom I love and for what? What do you gain? A well-fed ego? A
sense of superiority? How does seeing someone as less than make
you better than?
My heart breaks for you, that you cannot see beyond yourself. My
heart breaks to know that people of color in this nation continue to
need to navigate through life with caution, wondering whether or
not we're one of the "bad apples" which is so lovingly being used in
place of "racists." Why? Because we love to sugarcoat our failures.
We need to do better in the way that we interact with one another.
We need to learn to listen without reservations, to speak with love
and respect, and to act wholeheartedly against injustice. I am by no
means perfect in this. I am learning every day what it means to be
an ally, but I am committed to seeking to do better always.

Black lives matter. I see you, I hear you, and I love you.
My dear brothers and sisters, take note of this: Everyone
should be quick to listen, slow to speak and slow to become
angry (James 1:19)

This holy man then pointed my attention to the fact that George Floyd
called out to his mother before he died. We all need to go back to the
beginning, to the place of our birth, and to our ancestors, and to the
past when God made us, in order to live today and breathe in unison.
The last moan of George compels us to listen to God and to the beauty
of each person on earth.

Dear children, let us not love with words or speech but with
actions and in truth. (1 John 3:18)

Rev. Ronald Patrick Raab, CSC, serves as pastor of Sacred Heart
Parish in Old Colorado City, Colorado Springs, CO.

Be on your guard; stand firm in faith; be courageous; be
strong. Do everything in love. (1 Corinthians 16:13-1)
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Be devoted to one another in love. Honor one another above
yourselves. (Romans 12:10)

Don't Shoot - I Am Somebody
by Jeresneyka Rose
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When College Funds Become Funeral Expenses
by Ashley Cornelius

We’ve been preparing for this day since before you were born
I remember the first time I felt you kick the bucket of my belly
I put a quarter in a jar I named your future
Could start a band with the way your future sang like church
- Tambourines
I knew you were destined to leave
Each wave of mourning sickness gave way to dollar bills
Wrote my first check towards your future when I pushed you into this world
Never filled out the memo line
Wasn’t sure if I birthed a black boy or a body bag
I always knew you’d move on one day
Become your man
Walk out the door and never come back
I think all mothers are afraid of our children leaving home
Try hard to cover up the targets we raised
We had to find you the perfect outfit
Knew how much you loved purple
Never could quite understand why
Said it made you feel famous
Reminded you of struggle and revolution
Must have got that from your daddy
And aren’t you the face of the revolution now
We bought you a fresh suit and shiny shoes
You were ready
I was ready to see you like that
Dressed you up so no one could see the chalk left from your outline
I always hoped you’d go to Morehouse
Now there is only more house where you used to be
Imagined you flirting with Spellman girls
Worrying about tests and skipping class
I never prepared for you to attend America’s right of passage for black boys
Thought we’d be applying for scholarship instead of life-insurance claims
Instead of cold church pews and my invitation to a sorority
A legacy of black mothers bonded by the exhale of a murdered boy
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Packing your room was the hardest
Children don’t realize how much of their soul they leave in their rooms
Starting pick up your damn socks
Never could manage to make it to the laundry basket
Making your bed took an hour
I could make it right
Wasn’t right
Never straight enough or tight enough
Found myself on the floor
Wearing your snapback
Debate trophies circling me like salt
Couldn’t stop trying to wear you
Trying to have you close again
Your room still isn’t clean
Your father dealt with you leaving better
I think he always knew you’d end up like this
He barely made it out when he was your age
Knows this is a part of growing up
A part of raising a black boy is planning to mourn a black boy
He doesn’t talk about it much
But I hear him cry in the morning when you two used to play basketball
Before school
We still set four plates at the table
I worry that you’re not eating
Wasting away all skin in bones in there
Not sure if I hope you’ll come home for the holidays or
If we can’t imagine a meal without you
You know, we’ve been added to your brother’s future
Same as you
I almost hope we never have to use it
I don’t know if I can bear another transfer of funds
Another shift from college applications to death certificates
I am barely holding on
Praying he can escape pipelines from my womb to prison to back to dirt
Are we saving for his future or his death
Now when I shake his future
It sounds like bullet shells hitting the ground instead of church
- Tambourines.
So I keep writing checks for his fund
Each time he tells me he got pulled over
Was followed in a store
Harassed at school
I write a check
Every time he excels in math
Wins an award
Smiles and laughs
I write another check
And I still
Keep the memo line blank

For Millie

by Kevin C. Mitchell

Millie

How Black Blooms
In pitch Black
We messiahs
Arrived under
A Black Star in the dark of night
Partnered with moonlight
Casting shadows where true love grows
Where Black Power blooms
Giving the world a soul
We voices of divinity that gave the world a
song to sing
With melodies flowing silken chocolate
That sweetens everything
We are everything
Seeded in a garden of everything
From the beginning of time
Until it’s end
Everything
All that beauty is
All that Black is
Remains
Kevin C. Mitchell 2020

A

s she sits in the back seat playing a Doc McStuffins game
on my iPhone, I drive silently praying "please creator let
us make it where we need to go and back home safely." One
would imagine I’m worried about some garden variety law
breaker jacking my car or getting robbed at gun point. No,
my worry is for those who are appointed to enforce the law.
Ones who are supposed to serve and protect everyone but
seem to have no issue with the slaughter of Black women,
men, and children. The police.

A

s she sits in the back seat with excitement and a smile
bright as the sun, I’m praying "creator let us make it to
where we need to go and back home safely." The destination
is the Paint Mines east of Colorado Springs, and we just
passed a giant Trump sign that reads “All Lives Matters” and
“Blue Lives Matter“. It is the land of, "why are you in these
parts?" It’s the land where my beautiful 6-year-old daughter
could lay bloodied, dying next to me for being in the wrong
place being an unacceptable color, and these people who feel
above the law have the power and support to murder Black
folx just because they have the desire to. The President made
it abundantly clear to these fine folks... do what it takes to
make ameriKKKa “great” again.

G

reat again by their definition is Blacks knowing their
place. Blacks staying poor and uneducated. Blacks being
obedient to the white man as their god spoke about in the
good book. Great again is letting white sheets ride again,
nooses, and burning crosses. The slave catchers... I mean
police being judge, jury, and executioner without punishment.
Great again is the taking of Black women when a white man
wants and it’s justified because great again means he’s king.
Great again is the pampering of white women as Black women
are their maids and nannies and being treated less than the
dirt shoes walk upon. Great again is the return of masters and
plantations. The waving of a treacherous flag that does not
mean heritage, but it means beware niggers. ameriKKKa is
deep systemic racism and to them it is GREAT!

I

’ve been baptized numerous times in the fire of systemic
racism which is the foundation of ameriKKKa. I do not fear
it, I’m dedicated to fighting it until it’s eradicated. I just simply
want my baby girl to be able to play and smile without trauma
and anxiety. I want my baby to be as Black as she wants to
be in the peace of her happiness. The reality is that ugly
racist beast is lurking, hunting for her as it is for me and all
our community, but it will have to be over my dead body!

BLACK LIVES MATTER!
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Where Does America Truly Stand?
Rev. Dr. Stephany Rose Spaulding

T

he past month has been a volatile
one in regards to race and racism
in America. As the deaths of Ahmaud
Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George
Floyd made headline news, uprisings
and protests have erupted in every
state and even international countries
demanding the nation to reckon with the
matter of Black Lives. While the loudest
cries have been for reform and even
abolition of policing in many places,
it would be erroneous to believe that
police accountability is the only concern
for those who have been marching in
the streets for nearly four consecutive
weeks. No, the deep guttural cries are
for a pain that extends beyond policing,
that reaches much further back than the
recent murders that have gone without
justice; this moment of national and
international rebellion is grounded in the
resistance to white racial violence that
has existed since the first Europeans set
foot in what they proclaimed “The New
World.” This is a battle to finally work to
uproot racism in every institution and
white supremacist cultural expression in
the United States.

T

he ongoing protests are part of
a long history of resistance to
oppression. We who believe in freedom
are tired of living under systemic and
institutionalized racism and we are not
willing to rest until the lives of those
who have been oppressed matter in
this nation as equally and equitably as
those who have been systematically
privileged. The fact that this iteration of
the resistance movement has come to
bear in this midst of a global pandemic
should be of significant note for those
attempting to analyze and record the
moment. In the United States, COVID-19
not only exposed the vulnerability of
our nation to a pandemic, but it also
exposed the ways that racism plays
out in our health care systems, job
markets, the housing industry, and
more. Learning that Indigenous, Black,
and Latinx people have been dying at
disproportionate rates from COVID-19
was unsurprising for most people of
color who know that we are the people
most marginalized from access to health
insurance and health care providers;
work the most vulnerable, essential
service worker jobs; do not have the
safety nets to cover a month’s worth
of groceries or rent; and that these
elements coupled together limit and/or
prevent many in our communities from
wellness. Resultantly, the kettle was
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already boiling when these recent
murders went viral.

S

o what is to be done as the question
is presented, “Where does America
truly stand?” In the immediacy, states
and municipalities across the country
are reimagining policing in their
communities. Cities like Minneapolis
where George Floyd was murdered
have city councils moving to dismantle
the police, citing that pathways to
reform do not exist. Other cities may
not be maneuvering to completely
remove police from the city, but they
are beginning to acknowledge that they
must restructure the budget allotted
for policing so that communities are
supplied more social service workers
and support resources as opposed to
law enforcement. Here in Colorado,
the state legislature passed HB20-217,
reforming police accountability and
transparency for the state. Aspects of
the bill include not just mandatory body
cameras for all law enforcement agents,
but the unedited release of the footage
within a 2-week period when abuses
of force are suspected. It also removes
qualified immunity—protection that

officers have relied on to keep their
assets from being seized upon in a civil
lawsuit. While these are steps necessary
to address immediate grievous concerns,
lawmakers and citizens are keenly aware
that it does not root out racism and racist
practices in the criminal justice system.

P

olicing is just one piece of poisonous
fruit from a poisonous tree. The
very ground upon which we stand is
tainted by the bitterness of white racial
violence. Thus, more is necessary. But
what does more look like? Beyond
participating in daily protests, and
advocating for local and state legislation,
we must call for a Federal Truth and
Conciliation Commission in the effort to
atone hearts and minds for sustainable
transformational change.

A

Truth Commission investigates,
acknowledges,
and
examines
the past human rights violations of a
government. Nearly forty countries
around the globe have undergone some
form of such a commission, with South
Africa being the first after the fall of
apartheid. Through fact-finding and
evidence-based inquiry, root causes

and impacts are laid bare for those
who have benefitted from and suffered
through physical, economic, psychic,
cultural, and other forms of violence in
hopes to redress past and prevent future
harms. Such commissions are often
paired with Reconciliation. However,
there is no possibility for Reconciliation
in the United States; to reconcile
presupposes a shared moment of
covenantal agreement—grounded and
rooted in mutual respect, accountability,
equity, purpose and goals.

W

e must build a new covenant of
being through conciliation. We
must craft together a sacred agreement
if there will be any manifestations of
racial justice and racial healing in our
nation.

S

o, all are invited to think of your
role in this growing movement and
join in taking the pledge for Truth and
Conciliation at

www.truthandconciliation.org
as we work to dismantle racism once
and for all in the United States.

No Longer!

by Jeresneyka Rose
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State Violence!

To The Heart

by Dawud Salaam

by Heather Schieder

Artwork Courtesy Heather Schieder

Artwork Courtesy Heather Scheider

https://www.instagram.com/heatherschiederillustrates_/

Artwork Courtesy Heather Scheider
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State violence!
White silence.
Complicit,
cognitive dissonance.
Officer friendly,
not so friendly to me.
Patrolling the hood,
like he’s wearing a hood.
Choppers hovering
like stars over Baghdad.
Sad!
Blue is the new white,
Glock is the new rope.
Lynching is lynching!
State sanctions.
Green light.
It is what it is,
when foxes guard the hen house.
What do you expect to happen to the
chickens?
Feathers flying,
twenty bullets firing.
bodies torn to pieces,
like unconnected puzzle pieces
Too late!
Not the last to suffer that fate,
from liars sworn to protect
their code of silence.
Too late!
Must be outta your mind
if you think we will continue
to be canaries in your mines.
State violence,
White silence.
Deafening!

Where We Meet
by Stoney Bertz

F

ollowing the murder of George Floyd
on May 25, 2020, the nation erupted
with protests in response. Protests and
other actions are still taking place as
you read this. Calls for defunding and
abolishing the police have been pushed
to the forefront although they existed
prior to this egregious event. These
recent calls to action have forced us
to examine the scope of our liberation
and to answer questions that may be
a little uncomfortable to broach. What
is a black life to you? What does it look
like? Who gets free? In most cases the
answer is “all of us.” However, there can
be nuances that make it difficult to feel
as if we all are included. It is imperative
to examine our liberation as a Collective.

we are all are seeing different versions
of the same image and in every case the
subjects are different; but the end result
is the same; Black and Brown erasure.
Hard and uncomfortable conversations
are even harder to facilitate if we are
not here to have them, if no one is at
the table we have built to break bread.
“Solidarity” is not just a buzzword
used to placate us while we are being
murdered, or to say on stages to large
crowds. It is a real action that we take,
starting with each other.

T

I

n 2020, so far, there have been 16
transgender or gender non-conforming
folks killed at the hands of the police and
community members. Two days after
the horrific murder of George Floyd
on May 27, A transgender man named
Tony McDade was also murdered by
police in Tallahassee Florida and it took
72 hours for any accurate information
to be circulated that did not contain his
deadname. Prior to that instance, Nina
Pop, a black trans woman and Helle
O’Regan were also murdered in Missouri
and Texas respectively within 3 days
of each other. Following the murder
of Tony McDade, there have been 4 Stoney Bertz at the Black Sheep in Colorado Springs performing at a local release
party. Photo By Audrey Julian
additional trans people murdered since
June 9th according to the Human Rights
Campaign including a trans woman
named Jayne Thompson who was killed
in Mesa County, Colorado, on May 9th.

T

he point here is straightforward;
Trans lives, and Black lives are one
in the same. Trans Liberation and Black
Liberation are one in the same. Too
often we point out the effects of state
sanctioned violence against black and
brown bodies while forgetting those
bodies are often not cisgender and are
just as black and brown as the ones
that are. The patchwork that is created
to maintain false narratives of the
victims of state sanctioned violence is
detrimental to the overall goals that
we all have in common. Healthcare, the
prison industrial complex, and police
brutality have beset us on all sides for
so long it is time that we recognized that

Stoney Bertz at the Black Sheep in Colorado Springs performing at a local release
party. Photo By Audrey Julian

he attempt to dismantle the systems
that allow the state violence that is
committed against us can only be aided
in understanding how those systems
affect all of us. The pandemic of racism
is not divorced from the pandemic of
transphobia and homophobia. They
are intertwined, and it is up to us to
understand that and move forward in a
manner that reflects reality. On its face
it would seem that this does not need
to be said. However, these dichotomies
or lack thereof, must be highlighted
at every turn to normalize the true
mosaic of our liberation to move
forward in a concise and deliberate
manner. Intersectional struggles are
not unique to black and brown people,
as many of us fall at some intersection
whether it be race and gender identity
or some other intersection where
systems of oppression converge to
create an untenable circumstance. This
can be seen as a call to action, a call to
education, and a call for humanity.

W

e must engage with the folks in
our communities and reinforce
that this is not about tolerance while
fighting for black lives or “acceptance”
of any kind. This is about understanding
the landscape of humanity and how we
are all included in that picture. You do
not have the liberty to pick and choose
what lives are valued just as the state
should not get to choose. We cannot
prioritize lives or say “not right now”
because the only time is now. WE are
being murdered now. The urgency
expressed in our marches and chants
reflect the collective consciousness
which we are all included in, and it is
time that we as a community drive that
point home.
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Wildfire

by Chris Beasley

→

>

Let white supremacy burn
like Black churches in the south
Let systematic oppression burn
like the bodies left smoldering
in Black Wall Street.
White people are pyromaniacs
They love playing with fire
using Black tears as gasoline
ignite Black rage
Hear the crackling of Black trauma
Black Bodies
Are the kindling flames
Of white micro aggressions
“I don’t see color.”
No, You ignore Black oppression
“I’m not racist, I have Black friends.”
Yet, you think saying porch monkey is funny.
“You’re so well spoken... boy.”
I can dismantle your bastardized language
But I’ll always be viewed as inferior
You try to cover up your arson
With gaslight commits
“Why does it always
have to be about color with you people!”
“BLACK LIVES MATTER”
“If Black people stop committing crimes
cops wouldn’t murder them.”
Breonna Taylor was killed in her home
After cops broke into the apartment
and began shooting without warning.
“The officer feared for his life.”
George Floyd was on the ground
With multiple officers on his back
Handcuffed, crying for his mother
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→

De'Von Bailey Breonna Taylor George Floyd

Let your confederate flag burn
like crosses left on Black families’ front lawns.

De’Von Bailey became another spark to the flame
Murdered by police for no crime
Murdered for fitting the description
Murdered for running
And you tell us when we see smoke
There is no fire
That our deaths are justified.
We should have followed orders.
Resisting is a sign of guilt.
You coat your throat in fire retardant excuses
“Cops are just doing their job.”
Murdering people shouldn’t be a part of the job
description.
“The officer was following orders.”
Who made them Judge, Jury, and Executioner?
“White people get killed by police too
but you don’t see us getting upset.”
You only speak up to say
“ALL LIVES MATTER!”
“BLUE LIVES MATTER!”
Being a cop is a job.
I can’t take this Black skin off when I’m tired
When this Black skin becomes overwhelmed
When this Black skin feels like a burden
Black undercover officer Jaci Colson
Was killed by one of his own colleagues
Because he looked like a suspect
Because he was black before badge
We will always be black in front of a badge
Black and white people are burning for different
reasons
White people burn to stay ahead
To always be in control of the flames
white privilege blow torch
White savior complex matchbooks
Black people burn to stay alive.
Covered in the ash and soot of oppression
rubbing sticks to make smoke signals for help.
becoming a combustion chamber for resistance.
adding oxygen to the revolution.
Because it’s getting harder and harder to breathe.

Charles Banks - NAACP - Civil Rights Warrior
by John Holley with Takiyah Jemison & Heather Jordan

J

allowed Charles to be adopted by a
black woman who had already raised
her own family. The love and kindness of his adopted mother was such
an inspiration to Charles that he resolved to honor her by devoting his
life to the fight for equal rights as a
member of the black community.

ohn
Stokes
Holley
began
researching the history of African
Americans in the Pikes Peak region
in 1968. Surprised by the lack of
available information, he eventually
decided to turn his research into
a book titled Invisible People of
the Pikes Peak Region: An AfroAmerican Chronicle. Co-published by
the Friends of the Pikes Peak Library
District (PPLD) and the Friends of the
Colorado Springs Pioneers Museum
(CSPM) in 1991, the book brought to
light a history of accomplishments
and struggles often ignored by
popular local history books.

His deep mahogany complexion and
manner of speech allowed him to be
accepted as a black person despite
his Indian features and straight hair.
Charles Banks was married in April
1916, to Fredericka Foster, a black
native of Waterloo, Iowa, who had
come to Colorado Springs in 1915.
The couple became the parents of
eight children whom their father inspired to take pride in their heritage
as black Americans.

Invisible People is available for
viewing at PPLD and CSPM but is not
widely obtainable to purchase. In
an attempt to share this significant
history with as many people as
possible, PPLD and CSPM decided to
publish a revised version of the book.
The updated edition will include an
index, new images, “snapshots” of
prominent local citizens not covered
in the original, and new chapters,
including one on Cotton Club owner
Fannie Mae Duncan, written by
Kathleen Esmiol. The publishers hope
to release the book in late 2020, with
a book release event at PPLD’s Ruth
Holley branch. Holley was a Librarian
at PPLD's East Library, and the wife of
John Stokes Holley.

Banks himself took great pride in
the fact that he was a veteran of the
Spanish-American War. He kept his
uniform in top condition and wore it
to all functions of VFW Post 101, of
which he was a charter member. A
son, Charles Jr., who had joined the
Merchant Marine during World War
II, lost his life when his ship was torpedoed in the North Atlantic in 1943
and was awarded a posthumous citation.
His consistent activism for racial
equality drew Banks to the attention
of the Ku Klux Klan. In April 1934,
when racial tension mounted in the
city over the reported attempted
rape of a Colorado College student at
Prospect Lake, Banks was threatened
in the name of the Klan and warned
they were coming for him.

Chapter 18 of Invisible People tells
the story of Charles Banks, one of
the most interesting and compelling
figures in the history of Colorado
Springs. The following is an excerpt
from that chapter.
Charles Banks had resided in Colorado
Springs since 1904. He came to the
community following his separation
from the Army after six years in the
famous all-black 24th Infantry Regi-
ment, during which time he was
stationed in the Philippines.
Banks was born February 27, 1880, in
Buffalo, West Virginia, of a Delaware
Indian mother and a white father.
His mother died when he was very
young. His father remarried and

He took up his rifle, sent his family to
the basement, and took position at
an upstairs window to watch for their
appearance.

Charles Banks, Spanish-American War. ca. 1898 Photo Courtesy Colorado
Springs Pioneers Museum, S992.3.21

(To find out what happened to Mr.
Banks and his family, visit PPLD or
CSPM and ask for the book, "Invisible
People of the Pikes Peak Region: An
Afro-American Chronicle.")
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Believe in Something - Sacrifice Everything!

The
PERK
DOWNTOWN

Colin Kaepernick

by Jeresneyka Rose

The
PERK
DOWNTOWN

A Special Thank You

From The Springs Echo Team
We’d like to thank the Empowerment Solidarity Network & all the
brave, Black voices that contributed to this issue. Without them
this community would be poorer, both in spirit, & in resolve. And,
without them, this issue of The Springs Echo would not exist. We
also deeply appreciate the artists, the poets, & the thinkers who
have generously shared their passions and talents with us. We
stand in awe of your work.
For those of you who don't know us, we are a small group of
activists who give of our time & energy hoping that our work might
ease the burdens & lift the spirits of our friends & neighbors. This
paper is dedicated to supporting those voices in our community
that need to be heard. We stand with friends who do not enjoy
the support of state power & we will always work with those who
struggle for justice in all of its forms.
If you are able, we appreciate any support you can give us. We
pay for this paper out of our own pockets & we work from home.
What we need most are donations to cover printing costs. Please
make a tax deductible donation on our website. Any amount
helps. With love and gratitude. The Springs Echo team.

www.thespringsecho.com
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BEACON
FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH
Live Worship on
Facebook

Sunday Mornings @
10:00 a.m.
https://www.facebook.com/
beaconfellowshipchurch17

Contact via email:

beaconfellowship17@gmail.com

Or By Telephone:
(719) 744-8622

